Fibreglass Pole Repair Instructions

Your pole is made up of a number of loose “sections” and an elasticated cord (sometimes referred to as shock cord). The shock cord runs from one end to the other, through each section, and is simply knotted at either end.

1. Measure the section which is to be replaced (the new section is generally extra-long, so you may need to cut the new pole down to suit). Cut the new section (if needed) to the length of the pole you will be replacing using a small hacksaw. A good tip here is putting duct tape just before where you will be sawing to prevent splinters, then remove the duct tape and sand around the edges until smooth.

2. Lie your full pole section out on the floor and begin to untie (or cut) the knot at one of the ends – remembering to keep a hold of the shock cord.

3. Holding onto the shock cord, remove the sections one at a time [keeping them in order] until you reach the section that needs to be replaced.

4. Still holding onto the shock cord, re-thread the cord back through the sections you have temporarily removed the shock cord from and tie a large knot at the end – ensuring the cord is fairly taught. You can always modify the shock cord length at any time by fishing out the knot in one of the end poles.
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